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Information Note on Budget 2018  

 
Housing Finance Proposal 

 
Government Objective 
The challenges in the housing market are multifaceted and require a range of responses 
beyond the provision of finance.  The Government’s Rebuilding Ireland strategy sets out 
measures to increase the supply of housing, including: 

 Opening up land supply and low-cost State lands 

 Local Infrastructure Housing Activation Fund  

 Planning Reforms – changes to spur housing construction and improve affordability 

 Delivery of an additional 47,000 social housing units in the period to 2021 

 Putting in place a National Planning Framework and land management actions  

 Efficient design and delivery methods to lower housing delivery costs (including 

finance costs) 

 NTMA financing of large-scale “on-site” infrastructure  

 Measures to support construction innovation and skills 

 
Housing Finance element 
At present, there is a serious deficit in the supply of housing in Ireland: the annual shortfall is 
estimated to be at least 15,000 units per annum. Amongst the measures required to address 
the shortfall is an increase in the availability of finance for residential development.  
 
The Construction Industry Federation, Property Industry Ireland, other market participants 
and many developers contend that the relative scarcity and cost of development funding and 
the barriers to obtaining it are major contributory factors to the shortfall in residential supply. 
Budget 2018 includes policy proposals that will assist in addressing housing supply by 
supporting the financing of housing construction through continued equity financing via the 
Ireland Strategic Investment Fund’s (ISIF) existing residential investment strategy and by 
increasing the commercial availability of debt financing.   
 
These policies, which will require enabling legislation, will be implemented through the State 
platforms that have the necessary expertise and who are already working in these fields. ISIF 
will continue to provide products that are targeted at equity and equity type investments in 
the residential development space and the Government is now proposing the establishment 
of a new fund, Home Building Finance Ireland (HBFI), as a new standalone entity, that will 
utilise both NAMA staff skills and expertise to provide debt financing on a commercial basis 
to qualifying developers (up to €750m of separate ISIF funds). 
 
Policy Cohesion 
These policy proposals are connected to a number of wider policies that are ongoing, 
including: 

 The utilisation of the expertise remaining in NAMA to support housing delivery; and 

 The establishment of a Rainy Day Fund. 
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The policy proposals also take account of the review of Rebuilding Ireland. The coordination 

of these policies is necessary to ensure State interventions in the housing finance market are 

coordinated and complementary, and also to ensure these policies interventions are 

counterbalanced at a macro level, through the provision of fiscal buffers such as the Rainy 

Day Fund.  

Utilisation of expertise in NAMA 
Much scoping work has been conducted in recent months with NAMA to explore the potential 
for the Agency to make further contributions to housing supply.   
 
NAMA has amassed considerable expertise, experience and skills within its staff through the 
implementation of its existing residential funding programme (which will facilitate the 
delivery of 20,000 residential units by end-2020, subject to commercial viability). It has been 
decided to leverage this expertise to play a key role in future housing delivery through a new 
funding vehicle. This will be established independently of NAMA and will have no expected 
impact on the achievement of NAMA’s existing mandate, its statistical classification and its 
State Aid approval.  
 
Rainy Day Fund 
The Summer Economic Statement (July 2017) provided for a reduced Exchequer allocation to 
the Rainy Day Fund of €500 million per annum, down from the €1 billion per annum originally 
planned. The reduction is to provide for an increase in voted capital expenditure by a further 
€500 million annually in 2019, 2020 and 2021. However, an increase in capital expenditure 
does not need to come at the expense of the creation of a Rainy Day Fund, which could be 
used to address the significant external risks faced by the State. Therefore, as part of Budget 
2018, the Minister for Finance has proposed to establish the Rainy Day with a transfer of €1.5 
billion from the Ireland Strategic Investment Fund. 
 
The advantage of doing so is that the Rainy Day Fund would be completed on a faster 
timetable than previously planned, thus, putting the State in a stronger position to meet 
potential downturns. These contingency State funds will be vital in supporting policy 
responses to future economic downturns and shocks.  
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Policy Rationale for Housing Finance Package 
 
Housing Construction Challenge 
Rebuilding Ireland has identified a multitude of challenges facing housing construction, 
including: 

 The low level of housing construction since the economic collapse in 2008, especially 
in the main cities and urban areas, has caused pent-up demand; 

 The need to accelerate the provision of Social Housing; 

 The need for housing solutions for families in emergency accommodation, and for 
people who are currently homeless. 

 The need to address the obstacles to a greater private rented sector that will improve 
the supply of units at affordable rents. 

 The need to maximise usage of existing housing to the maximum degree possible. 
 
Housing finance alone will not deliver houses. However, the Government, through its 
agencies, will do what it can to provide finance on a commercial basis for housing 
development. As set out in Rebuilding Ireland, policy actions are required in other areas and 
the construction sector must play its part in adopting innovative delivery approaches that can 
boost the productivity of the sector. 
 
 
Developer Funding 
In considering housing finance policy responses, the Department, the National Asset 
Management Agency (NAMA) and National Treasury Management Agency (NTMA) are clear 
that a core financing challenge is the availability of equity and the willingness of 
developers/project promoters to accept equity. Traditional lenders are increasingly active in 
the market, but at more conservative levels than before. This trend suggests that Ireland’s 
future house-building finance needs are more likely to be met by vehicles with a greater 
reliance on equity investment than previously.  
 
Through its existing investment strategy ISIF is already facilitating increased access to 
development equity to all of the market which could help to address some of the difficulties 
associated with the financing of housing construction, including:  

 Financing to corporates and development platforms which would not have to be 
conducted on a detailed site by site basis. 

 Normalised bank debt channels would open up to developers on the basis of greater 
levels of equity investment.  

 The returns required by higher levels of equity would necessitate developments with 
scale and cost efficient delivery, such as mass market houses/apartments.   
 

Post crisis, the sustainable financing model appropriately allocates the majority of the gains 
generated by the project to the equity investor.  In the majority of current cases where the 
developer must secure third party equity investment, they will receive significantly lower 
returns than they may have previously expected.  This requires a significant adjustment on 
the part of the developers now reliant on third party equity.  It is believed that this adjustment 
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process may be contributing to a temporal dislocation, delaying activity in construction and 
development. 
 
It is also becoming clear that many developers and other participants in the residential 
development market consider the relative scarcity and cost of development debt funding to 
be a major contributory factor to the shortfall in residential supply.  
 
While appetite is increasing both by the main banks and alternative funding providers there 
appears to be evidence of emerging supply constraints. To a limited extent, finance for 
residential development is available from alternative funding providers but it is estimated 
that less than €1 billion has been advanced by such providers to date. There is a concern that 
further supply constraints in debt financing could quickly emerge if house building levels 
rapidly increase to the economy’s required levels.  There is also evidence to suggest that there 
is a focus by existing lenders on areas in key urban locations and the supply of debt funding 
is particularly constrained outside such locations. Increased access to debt financing to all of 
the market will broaden the availability of credit generally and particularly in projects which 
are not currently the focus for alternative lenders. 
 
 
Housing Policy Proposal 
Given the frequency with which the challenges of equity and debt financing are cited, the 
Department has considered a number of policy supports that could address this challenge.  
While the State is already providing certain supports, including equity finance, through the 
ISIF’s existing residential housing portfolio, the financing intervention included in Budget 
2018, which will require enabling legislation, is designed to provide additional debt funding 
for residential construction for a number of reasons: 

 Supply constraints for debt financing could quickly emerge if house building levels 
rapidly increase to the economy’s required levels of approximately 30,000-40,000 
units a year.   

 In tandem with incentives to ensure the development of residential land such as the 
vacant site levy, the creation of time limited funding interventions for developers of 
scale would give a clear indication to the construction sector that there must be 
changes to the status quo market structure that is failing to deliver sufficient housing.   

 The interventions would be on a commercial basis and as such would have minimal 
distortionary market effects, while increasing capacity in equity and debt funding 
markets.   
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Budget 2018 Housing Finance Proposal 
 
 
 
Home Building Finance Ireland 
 
In order to increase the availability of debt funding to developers willing to build viable 
residential development projects I am proposing the establishment of a new dedicated fund, 
Home Building Finance Ireland (‘HBFI’). Up to €750 million of ISIF funds will be allocated to 
HBFI to provide funding on market terms to viable residential development projects whose 
owners are experiencing difficulty in obtaining funding.  
 
Early activation of HBFI could be facilitated by the fact that HBFI will draw on NAMA’s 
extensive expertise and experience in residential funding to NAMA debtors since 2014. While 
NAMA’s expertise will be used to service this programme the HBFI would be a separate legal 
entity to NAMA and would not impact its existing objectives or its Board’s strategic wind down 
plans.  
 
New HBFI lending would be on commercial, market-equivalent terms and conditions and 
would depend on the risk profile of each project, the quality of collateral and the 
creditworthiness of the borrower. This approach would be akin to a bank or private equity 
investor, in that HBFI would not be directly involved in development – its role would be solely 
as a commercial lender. Commercial viability testing will also ensure returns are the same as 
market norms. The lending approach will broadly mirror that applied by NAMA in funding the 
building of 5,600 residential units since 2014. 
 
With a proposed allocation of up to €750m, the HBFI would have capacity to fund about 6,000 

homes in the coming years. The current estimated shortfall in residential supply is 15,000 – 

20,000 units per annum and, accordingly, the HBFI, with an annual average delivery of 2,000 

homes, would reduce this shortfall by about 10% (assuming a three year horizon). This would 

be a significant contribution but it would not make HBFI a dominant player in the residential 

funding market and it would clearly leave room for banks and other finance providers to 

increase their contribution to funding much-needed residential development. The HBFI 

delivery will be additional to NAMA’s current delivery programme through its own debtors.    
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Appendix 1 

Existing ISIF Residential Housing Portfolio 
 

Overview 

 Through the various ISIF-supported residential projects, a total of 9,500 housing units is 
expected to be delivered in the period out to 2021 (a small portion of which has already 
been delivered). 

 ISIF continues to engage with a range of Higher Education Institutions ("HEIs") in respect 
of financing on-campus student accommodation.  

 
Private Housing Supply  

 ISIF is a co-investor in a number of residential development funding platforms:  

o Activate Capital – a €325m loan note from ISIF. It became operational in January 2016, 
with funding provided for 3,600 houses to date. It has potential for 11,000 housing 
units over the long term.  

o Ardstone Residential Partnership – a €30m equity investment from ISIF; it was 
established in January 2016. It is working to deliver 2,500 houses over next 5-7 years 
in Dublin, Greater Dublin Area, Cork and Galway. 

o Wilbur Ross Cardinal Commercial Real Estate Mezzanine Debt Fund - dedicated to 
commercial and residential sectors. It has advanced funding for delivery up to 1,200 
new housing units. 

o Bancroft – recently purchased 131 apartments in the New Bancroft Hall apartment 
block in Tallaght. The operation of the apartment block will include an element of 
social and affordable housing alongside the open-market rental component. 

 
Housing Investment Fund 

 ISIF and the wider NTMA are driving examination of the feasibility of establishing a 
Housing Investment Fund, in conjunction with the private sector, which is capable of 
delivering social, affordable and private housing, in a way that is both off-balance sheet 
and is commercially viable. NTMA work continues on the commerciality of any such fund, 
and attracting private sector co-investors. 
 

Student Accommodation 

 ISIF is exploring how it can support HEI capital programmes, with a particular emphasis 
on plans for on-campus student accommodation. An example is ISIF’s €54m long term 
debt facility to DCU, where the total programme has potential to deliver up to 3,200 units. 
ISIF’s participation facilitated an EIB loan of €76m to the wider campus development 
project. 

 
Enabling Infrastructure 

 Cherrywood: a €51.7m senior debt commitment from ISIF to Hines Ireland. The funding 
will be used to unlock 360 acres of development land at Cherrywood, South County 
Dublin, for residential and commercial development. The infrastructure includes roads, 
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water, parks, gas and electricity, drainage, greenways as well as other elements of 
enabling infrastructure. It is expected to enable development of c. 4,000 residential units. 

 ISIF continues to explore with local authorities and private developers the potential 
financing of key infrastructure to unlock sites of strategic importance to enable large 
scale residential development.  The ISIF pipeline includes pilot projects working with both 
a private sector partner and a public sector partner.  The ISIF funded projects will be 
completed in parallel with and complimentary to finance sourced from Local 
Infrastructure Housing Activation Fund (LIHAF).  

 

 

 
Activate 
Capital 

Ardstone 
Residential 
Partners 
Fund 

DCU Student 
accommodation  

DAD Property 
Fund 
(Bancroft) 

 
Wilbur 
Ross 
Cardinal 
 

Cherrywood 

Total size 
 

€500m c.€213m €230m campus 
development 
programme. 

c.€30m €300m €51.7m 

ISIF 
investment 

€325m senior 
loan note. 

€30m equity €54m senior debt €8m equity  €75m equity €51.7m senior 
loan 

Co-
investors 
 

KKR – a 
global 
investment 
firm. 

Irish and 
International 
Investment 
Funds and 
Pension 
Funds 

EIB (€76m) funding 
facilitated by ISIF 
participation. 

Private 
consortium led 
by Bill Nowlan 
and Frank Kenny 

International 

Investors 

and Funds. 

 

Hines Ireland 

Purpose 
 

Lending on 
commercial 
basis to 
residential 
development 
projects in 
Ireland (main 
urban 
centres). It 
provides up 
to 90% of 
funding 
requirement.  
€325m is 
peak ISIF 
funding 
amount and 
funds will be 
recycled.  

Independent 
residential 
equity 
investment 
fund. 
Focused on 
delivering 
residential 
units to the 
market over 
the short-to 
medium-
term. 

ISIF has leveraged 
DCU’s existing 
student 
accommodation 
programme to help 
unlock phase 1 
funding for the 
overall DCU 
Campus 
Development 
Programme.  

Investment 
partnership 
acquiring 
apartments in 
Tallaght, to 
provide mix of 
open market and 
social/affordable 
housing (c.30% 
of all tenants. 

Joint venture 
between 
Cardinal and 
WL Ross & 
Co.  Provides 
development 
and 
refinance 
capital 
(typical loan 
size of €5-
€50m).  
Focus on 
multiple real 
estate 
sectors, 
providing 
both pure 
finance and 
development 
capital. 
 

Funding will be 
used to unlock 
360 acres of 
development 
land at 
Cherrywood, 
South County 
Dublin, for 
residential and 
commercial 
development. 
The 
infrastructure 
includes roads, 
water, parks, 
gas and 
electricity, 
drainage, 
greenways as 
well as other 
elements of 
enabling 
infrastructure. 

Target  
Residential 
Units 

9,500 units by 2021 
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Appendix 2 

Existing NAMA Residential Delivery 
 

Status Total 

Completed by end-September 2017 5,566 

Under construction 2,886 

With planning permission but not yet under construction 6,373 

A.     Sub-total – completed, under construction or ready to go 14,825 

Planning applications lodged 4,568 

Planning applications to be lodged within 12 months 5,621 

B.     Sub-total – planning system 10,189 

Pre-planning work underway 11,965 

Feasibility and pre-planning on long-term sites 5,816 

C.     Sub-total – Tier 3 17,781 

TOTAL (A+B+C) 42,795 
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